Why Networkers Guru is Best Cisco CCIE Training Institute
in India?
Cisco CCIE Training has incredibly built its presence in providing technical computer networking
knowledge to masses. It is also empowering youth through such training programs which are
providing them with more job alternatives and better opportunities to earn and excel. CCIE
Training Programs of Networkers Guru is not only limited to the CCIE training but also includes
placement and job guarantees along with Multi-Vendor Firewalls in its syllabus. Here students
get training to become experts in Networking Designing, Network Implementation and Network
Security Solutions, thus, an all-in-one type CCIE Training. Here is an in-depth information about
it.

CCIE Routing and Switching Training Course
Networkers Guru offers the most comprehensive CCIE Routing and Switching certification
training in Gurgaon, Delhi and becomes reliable for The Best Cisco CCIE Training Institute in
Delhi NCR, India. This institute will ensure complete preparation for an expert level knowledge
and pass CCIE certification lab exam in the very first attempt. With a team of certified experts
and working professional instructors, the training center is able to demonstrate the extensive
experience and knowledge. The inclusion of an impeccable teaching method helps students in
building their concepts on routing and switching technologies. Experience of teachers helps the
students to excel in their fields with the help of in-depth knowledge.

CCIE Routing & Switching Coding Bootcamp
CCIE R&S Coding Bootcamps Weekend Class
It gives access to Technology Classes plus Lab coding Bootcamps training for giving expertise
to the students. This institute has designed a special training program for CCIE Routing and
Switching coding Bootcamps including CCIE R&S Technology and Lab Exam preparation. I
which further ensures the highest passing rates for their students in CCIE lab exam. They not
only train students but also working professionals who can join this course in only
weekends. The timing of this course gives an extended accessibility to those facing time crunch
in routine days. This training focus on giving focus on skill development through the right
approach.
CCIE R&S Coding Boot Camps Regular Class
These classes are much similar to weekend classes except the timing. A small portion, of
course, is covered daily to give comprehensive knowledge to the students. This course gives
the power to learn even to those who are slow learners through intensive practice. This fasttrack program with expert trainers tells the things like what should be your approach in exams,
strategies for Lab exams, and provides study materials for Lab exams in Boot Camps, questions
and answers, previous years questions asked in Lab exams, and much more in one-to-one
training sessions.
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Highlights of The CCIE Routing And Switching Training:
This training gives an in-depth explanation and examples of lab scenarios
Network Bulls copyrighted Routing & Switching technology lab workbook
24*7 LAB permission for all students after class
Flexible timings for Regular, Weekends, Technology and Lab Bootcamp for students
and working professionals as well
Application of concepts on production environment with structured troubleshooting
approaching
Highly focused concept building and understanding in-depth problems on routing and
switching technologies
Knowledge building based on practical scenarios
Resume building and technical and HR round of interview preparation
Communication skill training sessions

You’ll Also Get Free Kit:
Besides the regular training sessions, interaction, lab, and exams you are also entitled to a free
kit which includes Networkers Guru T-Shirt, Networkers Guru Notebook, Pen, Course Related
Online Workbooks, Interview preparation, and Communication skills training books, and Free
Virtual Rack Access.
Besides, Networkers Guru also provides CCIE Routing & Switching CCIE R&S Version 5
Training which will bring you great opportunities for better jobs. The students from this training
program can expect a hike of 50% to 200% on their current salaries and promotion in their
profile. Students will be eligible for the profiles of Network senior Specialist, Network Consultant,
Managers Operation, Network Design Manager etc. Also, you can own your own networking
solution business with expertise.

Requirements for CCIE R&S Training:
You need to come for the face-to-face interaction which will help us evaluate the solutions for
proving you right course according to your aspirations. Our expert instructors will evaluate you
in terms of communication skills and technical expertise required for this training program. Also,
we strictly follow the mentioned training plan to avoid any waste of time for the students and the
value of money. This makes us The Best Cisco CCIE Training Institute in Delhi
NCR, India for delivering the best of training only by certified and expert working professionals.
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